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N
anotechnology has intrigued the
research community for over a de-
cade, not just due to the rich funda-

mental science when materials are made
on the nanoscale, but also due to the high
potential ofmaking revolutionary impact on
critical technologies.1 Recently, intensive re-
search efforts have focused on using nano-
entities as actuation components for Micro/
Nano Electromechanical System (MEMS/
NEMS) devices owning to the unique ad-
vantages that nanotechnology can provide:
(1) the size of the MEMS devices can be
significantly shrunk with nanoscale building
blocks;2,3 (2) the unique physical/chemical/
electrical properties of nanoparticles can
improve the performance of miniaturized
mechanical devices.4,5 Various nanomechan-
ical devices with nanoentities as building
blocks have been demonstrated including
biochemical delivery nanovehicles,6 chemical
and biological sensors,7�9 mechanical logic
gates,10 nanooscillators,11,12 nanoswitches,13,14

mechanical nanorelays,15 and nano-
actuators.16,17 However, the application of
NEMS has been greatly hindered by the
arduous nature of top-down lithographical
fabrication methods that require advanced
skills and elaborate instrumentation, as well
as the limited strategies to actuate NEMS.
In this work, we report innovative me-

chanisms for precision assembly and actua-
tion of arrays of nanowire NEMS devices
that can synchronously toggle between two
designated positions for over 4000 cycles.
The assembling and actuation mechanisms
are based on unique magnetic interactions
between nanoentities with perpendicular
magnetic anisotropy (PMA) and electric-
tweezer manipulation, our recent invention.
These new mechanisms may be applied to
efficient bottom-up assembly of variousNEMS
devices such as nanomechanical switches
for turning on/off nanocircuits and nano-
resonators for biochemical sensors and radio
frequency communication and are significant
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ABSTRACT Bottom-up assembling of Micro/Nano Electromechanical System

(MEMS/NEMS) devices from nanoscale building blocks is highly desirable but

extremely difficult to achieve. In this work, we report innovative mechanisms for

precision assembly and actuation of arrays of nanowire NEMS devices that can

synchronously oscillate between two designated positions for over 4000 cycles.

The assembly and actuation mechanisms are based on unique magnetic

interactions between nanoentities with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy

(PMA) and electric-tweezer manipulation, our recent invention. Quantitative

analysis of the dynamics of torques involved in the nano-oscillators reveals that

the induced electrostatic torques due to the external electric fields between

metallic NEMS components play a significant role in the mechanical actuation.

These new findings are expected to inspire new in situ assembly and actuation strategies in the general field of NEMS devices such as nanomechanical

switches for toggling on/off circuits and nanoresonators for biochemical sensors and radio frequency communication.

KEYWORDS: NEMS . nano-oscillator . bottom-up assembly . perpendicular magnetic anisotropy . electric tweezers . nanoparticles .
nanowires
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improvements in terms of efficiency and facility over
the commonly used.
Even though substantial advances have been made

in the synthesis and characterization of nanowires, it is
dreadful to use existing bottom-up assembly technique
including contact printing,18 bubble-blown assembling,19

flow-assisted assembling,20,21 dielectrophoresis,22�29

or magnetic manipulation,30�32 to accurately assemble,
align, or actuate functional NEMS at desirable locations
without substantial postprocessing.
Here we leverage a unique magnetic interaction

between nanowires and nanomagnets with perpendicu-
lar anisotropy, aswell as electric-tweezer technique,2,12 to
achieve precisely controlled assembly and actuation of
nanowire oscillators. Multisegment Au/Ni/Au nano-
wires have been transported and assembled on pre-
patterned arrays of nanomagnets by electric tweezers,
a recently invented nanomanipulation technique based
on combined electrophoretic and dielectrophoretic
forces.2,12 The magnetic attraction between the Ni
segments in the nanowires and Ni layers inside the
nanomagnets plays two roles: first, it precisely anchors
nanowires on the patterned magnets (also called
magnetic nanoanchors); second, it aligns the nano-
wires in the initialization magnetic treatment direction
(idle direction). By applying an AC electric field (E-field)
along another designated direction, the orientation of
nanowires can be toggled between the idle direction
and actuation direction of the AC E-field. We have
observed that ordered arrays of nanowires can syn-
chronously toggle between the two positions on the
magnetic nanoanchors for 4000 times, demonstrating the
robustness of the assembling and operation mechanism.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Electric tweezers can controllably manipulate nano-
wires suspended in liquids with a fine degree of control.
The working principles of electric tweezers have been
described in details elsewhere.2,12 With electric tweezers,
nanoentities can be compelled to transport and align
independently in the directions of the DC and AC
E-field, respectively. The transport speed, depending
on the surface charge on the nanowires and DC E-field
strength, can be as high as 80 μm/s.33 By applying the
E-fields in both the X and Y directions with suitable
duration, nanowires can be manipulated along pre-
scribed trajectories in two dimensions with a precision
of at least 150 nm.
By combining the magnetic assembly using site

specifically patterned nanomagnets and the afore-
discussed electric-tweezer manipulation, we have suc-
cessfully assembled and integratednanowires (Figure 1a)
with predefined structures and patterns. A schema-
tic diagram of the device is shown in Figure 1b. The
critical design is an array of nanoanchors with trilayer
Cr/Ni/Au films fabricated in the center of a 500 μmgap

quadrupole microelectrode via which E-fields can be
applied. The trilayer anchoring nanomagnets consist of
Cr (6 nm) for adherence to the substrate, Ni (100 nm)
for providingmagnetic forces, and Au (100 nm) for tun-
ing the magnitude of the magnetic forces (Figure 1c).
The magnetic nanoanchors were made into various
geometries such as circles (1 μm in diameter), bars
(1� 3 μm), and equilateral triangles (2 μm in each side;
Figure 1c). The magnetic state of the anchoring nano-
magnets were controlled by demagnetization with a
gradually reducing oscillatingmagnetic field of(10 kG
followed by remagnetization with a constant magnetic
field of 10 kG applied for 5 s along desirable angles, that
is, 0, 45, and 90�. With electric tweezers, nanowires can
be transported in the center of the quadrupole elec-
trodes along prescribed trajectories, parallel (AC )DC)
or perpendicular (AC^DC) to the transport orientation.
When nanowires were positioned in the vicinity of a
nanoanchor, theywere swiftly attracted to and assembled
atop of the nanoanchors, as shown in Figure 1d. Once
attached to a nanoanchor, a nanowire cannot be trans-
ported by the E-fields any longer due to the magnetic
attraction. As a result, an array of nanowire assembly can
be achieved.
It was also observed that after assembly on the

anchors, most of the nanowires aligned in the direction
of initial remagnetization of nanoanchors, because the
magnetic torquebetween thenanowiresandnanoanchors

Figure 1. (a) Multisegment Au/Ni/Au nanowires with 1 μm
Ni segments in blue. (b) Schematic diagram of electric-
tweezer setup consists of Au quadrupole electrodes with a
magnetic nanoanchor array at the center. (c) Structure of a
Cr/Ni/Au trilayer magnetic nanoanchor and the scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) images of the patterned mag-
netic nanoanchors in shapes of circles, triangles, and rec-
tangles. (d) Overlapped snap shots of a nanowiremanipulated
by electric tweezers along prescribed trajectories.
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caused spontaneous rotation of nanowires to the anti-
parallel magnetic configuration (Figure 2a and videos
S1 and S2 in Supporting Information). Moreover, re-
gardless of how a nanowire approaches a nanoanchor
or the geometry of a nanoanchor (circle, bar, or triangle),
a nanowire always aligns in the initial remagnetization
direction, as shown in Figure 2b. Such a phenomenon
cannot be easily explained by the properties of com-
monly used magnetic materials with a fixed direction
of in-plane anisotropy, such as cobalt, iron, or low-rate
evaporated nickel. Our investigation shows that the Cr/
Ni/Au anchoring nanomagnets have PMA with a small
in-plane component that is set along the remagnetiza-
tion direction. As a result, the magnetic state of Au/Ni/
Cr anchoring nanomagnets is controllable and tunable
for nanowire assembly along any direction. Character-
ization with vibrating sampling microscope (VSM) of
the Cr/Ni/Au film before patterning showed that its
magnetic anisotropy is perpendicular to the film plane,
as shown in Figure 3a. Magnetic force microscopy
(MFM) images further revealed highly ordered mag-
netic domain structures in Ni nanopatterns (Figure 2c)
after demagnetization in a defined direction. The alter-
nating dark and bright stripes with 120�140 nm periodi-
city are the magnetic domains with up/down polarities.
The line pattern aligns with the direction of in-plane

demagnetization field (Figure 2c). This phenomenon
is the same as in continuous Ni film. MFM images of
continuous Ni film show maze-type domains after
perpendicular demagnetization (Figure 3b) and paral-
lel line domain structures after in-plane demagnetiza-
tion field (Figure 3c). Magneto-restriction due to the
high interfacial stresses between Ni and the substrate
causes PMA for Ni thin films (evaporated at a high rate
>1 Å/s).34 Different from other magnetic materials with
PMA, the PMA of Ni consists of not only a large per-
pendicular component but also a small in-plane com-
ponent (Figure 2d), which has been detected by VSM
measurement (Figure 3a). The small in-plane magnetic
component interacts with Au/Ni/Au nanowire and
causes spontaneous alignment of nanowires on the
nanoanchor. As shown in Figure 4e, most of the nano-
wires on nanoanchors align with the magnetic domain
direction, regardless of the geometry of the nano-
magnet patterns. It indicates that, although the per-
pendicular polarities of each domain are alternating,
which result in an essentially zero net-force on nano-
wires, the in-plane components have a net moment
along one direction, which can attract and align nano-
wires. Here, via the nanowire assembly technique, we
directly proved the existence of an in-plane magnetic
component in the PMA system of evaporated Ni film,
which is often arduous to determine by using tradi-
tional magnetic characterization techniques such as
VSM and AFM.35

The assembly of nanowires with the PMA nanoan-
chors is so precise that the edges of the Ni segments in
the nanowires are flushwith the edges of themagnetic
nanoanchors. The accuracy of assembly and alignment
canbe retained even after water evaporation, as shown
in Figure 2e. Moreover, we found that the domain
alignment of PMA Ni can be readily altered to arbitrary
directions and thus the alignment of nanowires can
be tailored. Figure 4a�d shows the optical images of
assembled nanowires on disk-shaped and bar-shaped
magnetic nanoanchors in 2� 2 or 2� 3 arrays, with the
remagnetizing field applied at 0� (a, b) and 45� (c, d).
The majority of the nanowires oriented according to
the remagnetization direction regardless of the ge-
ometry of the nanoanchors. The tunable assembly is
achievable via facile reorientation of magnetic domain
structures by demagnetizationþ remagnetization along
any direction, as shownbyMFM images in Figure 4e. As
a result, by leveraging the PMA of the nanoanchors, we
can accurately and tunably assemble nanowire arrays
along desired directions.
The new nanowire assembly strategy by using com-

bined PMA magnetic interaction and electric-tweezer
manipulation has great advantages for bottom-up as-
sembly of nanomechanical devices from nanoscale
building blocks. For demonstration purposes, we as-
sembled and actuated a 2 � 2 array of nanowire
oscillators,wherenanowires synchronously rotatebetween

Figure 2. (a) Schematics of self-aligning nanowires. A nano-
wire approaching at a random angle rotates to the position
antiparallel to themagnetization of amagnetic nanoanchor
in the direction of M. (b) Au/Ni/Au nanowires assembled on
an array of triangle magnetic nanoanchors and aligned
parallel to the magnetic orientation. (c) SEM and magnetic
force microscopy (MFM) images of magnetic domain struc-
tures of magnetic nanoanchors made of stressed Ni thin
films. (d) The magnetic orientation of such a unique mag-
netic material is illustrated. (e) SEM images show precision
assembly of nanowires on the magnetic anchors, where the
edges of the Ni segments (in blue) flush with the edges of
magnetic dots (in red).
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two states: aligned in the magnetization direction (M)
or aligned in the AC E-field direction applied at an angle
of 90 or 45� relative to M (Figure 5a,b and Video S3).
The oscillation is achievable by periodically turning the
AC E-field on and off so that the nanowires align to
the AC E-field when it is on and restore to themagnetic
orientation when it is off. The frequency of oscillation
can be controlled by the toggling frequency of the AC
E-field (Figure 5b). The operation of the nanooscillators
is robust and precise. We have recorded 4000 cycles of
synchronous rotation before the increased friction at
the wire�anchor interface finally stopped the rotation
of nanowires (Figure 5c). The contact surface of the
nanoanchor endures abrasion when a nanowire oscillates

on the nanoanchor. The abrasion of the Au spacer layer
reduces the distance x between the magnetic layer in
the nanoanchor and the magnetic segment of the
nanowire. As a result, the magnetic torque τM and the
friction torque τf,M increase, as they are inversely propor-
tional to x3 and x4, given by τM= (μ0(m1m2 sinθm))/(4πx

3)
and τf,M = (3 μμ0(m1m2 cos θm))/(4πx

4), respectively
(μ, μ0, m1, m2, and θm are the coefficient of friction
between the nanowire and the nanoanchor, the mag-
netic constant, the magnetic dipole moments of the
nanowire and the nanoanchor, and the angle between
the magnetizations of the nanowire and the nano-
anchor, respectively). The increment in the torques
impedes the motion of nanowire, including oscillation

Figure 3. (a) VSMmagnetic hysteresis loops of 300 nm thick Ni filmmeasuredwith in-plane and out-of-planemagnetic fields.
Red circles remark the tell-tale sign of perpendicular anisotropy becauseof the formationofmazedomainpatterns.33 (b)MFM
image of Ni film after perpendicular demagnetization reveals maze-type magnetic domain pattern and (c) parallel-line
domain pattern after in-plane demagnetization. The direction of line domains in (c) is the same as magnetic field direction.
Images of (b) and (c) are both 10 � 10 μm2 in size.

Figure 4. (a�d) Nanowires assembled and aligned on (a, c) disk and (b, d) bar nanoanchors demagnetized along (a, b) 0� and
(c, d) 45� (scale bars: 10 μm). (e) Domain wall structures of the bar and triangle nanoanchors demagnetized at 0, 45, and 90�.
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amplitudes and speeds, under the same external AC
E-field, and this phenomenon ultimately determines
the lifetime of the nanowire oscillator. It was found that
the oscillation amplitude significantly reduced after
4000 cycles, and finally, the nanowire was immobilized
when the Au layer became too thin and the frictionwas
too high. Currently, we are working on the critical
issues of lifetime and frictions in NEMS using innova-
tive lubricants and spacer with much higher hardness.
We have quantitatively calculated the torques ex-

erted on an oscillating nanowire by combining amodel
and numerical analysis of time-dependent frames
captured by a CCD camera. Torques on an oscillating
nanowire can be expressed as τηþ τeþ τMþ τe0 þ τf = 0,
where τη, τe, τM, τe0 , and τf are liquid drag torque,
electrical torque due to external AC E-field, magnetic
torque, electrical torque due to induced electric polar-
ization of magnetic nanoanchors under external AC
E-field, and frictional torque, respectively. All the torques
are angle-dependent, which makes the calculation
complex. But through analysis at extreme angles, when
nanowires stop rotation due to balance between the
electric (τeþ τe0) and themagnetic (τM) torques, we can
readily get typical values of electric/magnetic torques
involved in the nano-oscillators knowing that the
viscous drag (τη) and frictional torque (τf) can be
approximated as zero. With detailed modeling, the
comprehensive values of electric, magnetic, frictional,
and viscous torques as functions of angle and velocity
can be readily determined as shown in Figure 6.
First, the drag torque τη= (�1.74� 10�19)Ω (N 3m) is

estimated as a function of angular velocityΩ according
to the method proposed by Keshoju et al.,36

τη ¼ 1
3
Ωπηl3

N3 � N

N3 ln
l

Nr

� �
þ 0:5

" #

¼ �1:74� 10�19Ω (1)

where radius r = 150 nm, length l = 10 μm for the nano-
wire, dynamic viscosity η = 0.89 � 10�3 Pa for water,
and N = 2.
The electric torque τe by external AC E-field can be

calculated as below:37

τe ¼ 8πlr2

3
εmE

2(Ly � Lx )

Re
(εp � εm)

2

[εm þ (εp � εm)Lx][εm þ (εp � εm)Ly]

" #
cos2θ

¼ Bcos2θ (2)

where εm, εm, and εp are the permittivity of themedium
and the complex permittivities of the medium and
nanowire, respectively. Lx and Ly are the depolarization
factors in the X and Y directions, respectively. From a
free rotating nanowire,12 the electric torque can be
readily measured from the counter drag torque, which
is given by τe = (�1.01� 10�17) cos 2θ (N 3m; Figure S4
in Supporting Information). This value is considered to be
the same with that of nanowires of the same dimension,
material, and fluid medium assembled on nanoanchors.
Themagnetic torque τM is obtained by analyzing the

rotation of a nanowire due to the restoring magnetic
torque when the external AC E-field is turned off. The
rotation is governed by only τη, τM, and τf because τe
and τe0 are zeros and τM is proportional to sin θ.38

Figure 5. (a) Overlapped snapshots and schematic diagrams of oscillating nanowires assembled on a single disk magnetic
nanoanchor and a 2 � 2 array of bar-shaped magnetic anchors. Nanowires rotate between the positions aligning with the
external AC E-field and aligning with the magnetic orientation of the nanoanchors (M). (b) Angle and angular velocity with
respect to time for an oscillating nanowire on a nanoanchor. (c) Robust oscillation of the assembled nanowires for over 4000
cycles.
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Therefore, we can readily obtain

τη ¼ Csinθ � τf (3)

When the angle θ is small, C and τf can be approxi-
mated as constant. Then C can be determined from the
slope of the τη�sin θ curve (Figure S5 in Supporting
Information), which results in τM = (�3.24 � 10�18) sin
θ (N 3m).
We note that the bar-shaped magnetic metal an-

chors also exert electric torques τe0 on the nanowires
due to the induced dipole moment from the polariza-
tion of the external AC E-fields. We can estimate such
induced electric torque τe0 on the vertical bar anchor
(inset of Figure 6b) from eq 4:37,39

τe0vertical ¼ Dcos(45� � θ)cosθ (4)

where D is a constant and θ is the instantaneous angle
of nanowire relative to the horizontal orientation dur-
ing rotation. The calculation of eq 4 is given in S6.When
a nanowire is aligned by the external AC E-field and
reached a balance at 46�, the induced electric torque
can be readily determined from the magnetic torque
given by τe0 = �(τe þ τM). Therefore, we obtained
D = 3.86 � 10�18. Using a similar approach, we have
determined the induced electric torque on the hori-
zontal bar anchor (inset of Figure 6d): τe0 horizontal =
(�4.42 � 10�18) cos (45� � θ) sin θ (N 3m).
Finally, the frictional torque τf is given by

τf ¼ �(τη þ τe þ τM þ τe0 ) (5)

where τη, τe, τM, and τe0 have been calculated as above.
The various torques exerted on nanooscillators were
plotted as functions of angles in Figure 6 for nano-
wires rotating on vertical (Figure 6a,b) or horizontal
bar-shaped magnetic anchors (Figure 6c,d) when the
external E-field is on (Figure 6a,c) or off (Figure 6b,d).
The torques are in the unit of pN 3 μm, and the magni-
tude of the analyzed torques for nanowires rotating on
horizontal bar anchors agrees very well with those on
vertical bar anchors when the E-field is either on or off.
We note that the frictional torques τf have a noticeable
increment when the AC E-field is on (Figure 6a,c) than
when it is off (Figure 6b,d) in both of the cases of
rotating nanowires on a horizontal and a vertical bar. It
can be attributed to the increased normal force due to
the non-negligible electrostatic attraction between the
nanowires and the magnetic anchors under external
AC E-fields.
Through the analysis of torques involved in the

nanooscillators, we quantitatively determined that the
induced electrostatic interaction between metallic
components in NEMS devices under external AC E-field
has considerable impact on their mechanical actuation
behaviors. The electric torque generated by the in-
duced dipole moment of a magnetic nanoanchor is
non-negligible compared to the driving torque of the
device: electric torque due to the external AC E-field.
This is also evidenced by the increased frictional torque
due to the strong induced electrostatic interaction be-
tween nanowires and nanoanchors when the external

Figure 6. Various torques including electric, magnetic, frictional, viscous, and induced electric torques as functions of angle
θ (a, c) with and (b, d) without external AC E-fields for a rotating nanowire assembled on a bar magnetic anchor, whose
geometric long axis is perpendicular (a, b) or parallel (c, d) to their magnetization orientation.
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AC E-field is on. Moreover, the operation angle of the
nanooscillator depends on the relative orientation of
the nanowires and bar-shaped nanoanchors, as shown
in the insets of Figure 6b,d. As a result, the important
effects of the induced electric torques inmetallic NEMS
devices have been revealed in this work, which is
important to consider in making future bottom-up
assembled NEMS devices.

CONCLUSION

In summary, we have investigated an innovative
scheme for precision assembly and actuation of nano-
wire nanomechanical devices with combined mag-
netic interactions and electric tweezers. We studied
how the interaction between the PMA nanomagnet
anchors and Ni-embedded nanowires resulted in pre-
cision assembly, alignment, and actuation of nanowire

NEMS devices. The assembly and actuation mechanisms
are facile and robust. An array of nano-oscillators has
been constructed and synchronously rotated between
two defined angular positions up to 4000 cycles. The
various complex torques involved in such a system
have been analyzed and show excellent consistence
between different rotating devices. The important
effects of induced electrostatic torques in metallic
NEMS were qualitatively revealed. The new approach
of in situ fabrication and operation of NEMSdevices can
replace many mechanical fixation structures (such as
screws and hinges) andmotion recovery parts (such as
springs). This research may inspire facile assembling of
various NEMS, such as nanoresonators and nanome-
chanical relays, which is relevant to biochemical sens-
ing and computation, and impact NEMS and nano-
electronics in large.

METHODS
The rotary beams made of three-segment Au/Ni/Au nano-

wires were fabricated by electrodeposition in anodized alumi-
numoxide (AAO) template, as reported elsewhere.12,40 In brief, a
500 nm thick Cu filmwas evaporated on the backside of an AAO
template (nominal pore diameter of 300 nm) and used as a
working electrode. Au, Ni, and Au segments were sequentially
electroplated into the nanopores. The length of each segment
was controlled by the amount of charges passing through the
circuit. As a result, arrays of nanowires with 1 μm long Ni
segments sandwiched between two 4.5 μm long Au segments
were synthesized. After the template was dissolved in a 2 M
sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solution, the nanowires were dis-
persed and centrifuged at least twice in deionized (D.I.) water
before resuspended in D.I. water. The backscattered scanning
electron microscopic (SEM) image shows the “bamboo” like
three-segment nanowires in Figure 1a. Due to the large aspect
ratio of theNi segment, themagnetic easy axis of each Au/Ni/Au
nanowire is along the long axis.38
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